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Managing your image in the media 
This section is intended to provide only a starting point to help those who are coming 

to this for the first time and is not intended to be exhaustive or directive.  

It's an established democratic principle that candidates standing for election have the 

freedom to make their case to the electorate as they see fit. It's up to them to make 

the necessary arrangements to communicate their views and policies to the 

electorate whose support they want. However, candidates must ensure their 

communications are fair and lawful. There are legal requirements around the 

publication of campaign literature, prohibiting false statements about the character or 

conduct of other candidates and requiring communications to bear the details of the 

candidate and distributer so electors can be confident they’re genuine.  

The owners and promoters of this site aren’t liable or responsible for any failure of a 

candidate/agent/political party to comply with the relevant legal requirements. 

If you have any unanswered questions you can also visit the Electoral Commission 

website. 

Whilst in the public eye you’re under a great amount of scrutiny and so being aware 

of how you are viewed by the wider public is incredibly important.  

What is Public Relations (PR)?  
PR is about how you communicate with your intended audience to create an 

understanding about yourself and what your message to them is.  
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This isn’t the same as advertising. Instead of using media that is paid for, like a 

television advert or a billboard, PR means working with the media to create 

opportunities to communicate with the public. An article in a newspaper cannot be 

bought like an advert but you can shape it through good use of public relations. 

Silhouettes of two heads, with arrows indicating a conversation between them.  

Why consider PR? 

Communicating through the media means working with reporters who want a story 

and getting your message across at the same time.  

PR has the advantages of being relatively cheap in comparison to advertising as you 

are not paying to be advertised and you can potentially reach out to a very wide 

audience. However, as you are not paying to have your piece printed, there is no 

guarantee it will be published. You need to think about what will be of interest to your 

intended audience. 

Working with the media 

Your public standing depends on public opinion. The media have an important role to 

play: if you communicate frequently and well with them then you should be able to 

encourage good publicity as well as getting feedback on how you’re viewed. 

Ways of presenting your message 

Here are some of the main vehicles through which you can present yourself, and 

your ideas, to the public through the media. 

Maintaining media relations  

You need to be able to work with the media, so that what you have to say is relevant. 

Interviews  

Through interviews the wider public can see and hear your views and so it's very 

important that you understand how to prepare and conduct yourself for them.  



Whether your interview is for a newspaper, or on television or radio it is a good idea 

to research the reporter, what you’ll be discussing, and potential questions you may 

be asked. 

Written communications 

Written communications can be through press releases.  

You might also find the opportunity to contribute towards publications. This could be 

an opinion piece for your local newspaper.  

Even though you may not be as visible as in an interview these are still important 

opportunities to represent yourself to the wider public. 

Crisis management  

You will have to be prepared to manage a negative reaction when something has 

gone wrong. Although this may not be your fault you still have to decide how best to 

respond to it, and whether getting further involved might even make the situation 

worse.  

Electoral Commission  

The rules to follow when campaigning are wide-ranging, covering events, leaflets, 

websites, and canvassing, so it’s important to read the election guidance on the 

Electoral Commission website when planning your campaign. The Electoral 

Commission also usually publishes a media handbook for upcoming elections 

providing background information for candidates and journalists.. 

Getting your message across 

There are a number of different ways of presenting your message to the media in a 

positive way. Here are some hints to staying on top. 

Stand out 

Think about how you can stand out from the crowd. For example, consider how to 

use your headline. It's important to be as clear as possible and avoid using jargon. If 

you're issuing a press release then you might deliver it in person rather than sending 

it to full inboxes.  

http://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/


Fact check 

Try not to make assumptions. Make statements that you can back up with facts and 

evidence.  

Be up to date 

Keep up-to-date with current affairs, read newspapers, websites and check out what 

the media are saying about you and your fellow candidates. It's important not to 

forget about social media such as twitter, which is becoming the quickest way of 

delivering a message. 

Working with the media 
It's through your interaction with people in the media that you'll be able to 

communicate your message to the wider public. 

Using the media is an important way to get your message out to the wider public. 

The different types of media you can make use of range from television, local and 

national press, radio, and the internet. 

When working with the media it is vital that you understand how to use it effectively 

and develop this skill set.  

Making announcements to the media 

So how do you get the media to listen and report on what you have to say? A 

primary way of getting your message out to the media is by making a media 

announcement, or press release. 

What is a press release? 

A press release is an official summary or update, usually around a page long, 

alerting the media to an announcement of a newsworthy item. The idea is that by 

providing reporters with information, they will transform it into an article for 

publication or broadcast. Ideally it will provide reporters with the information needed 

to develop a story. However, the press release won’t be their sole source of 

information for their news story. They may ask for an interview or look for case 

studies to back up and illustrate their stories.  



Uses of a press release 

Press releases are often to attract attention to a statement, upcoming event, or new 

product for example. 

Here are some aspects to consider when you’re working with the media that might 

make your contacts with them run smoothly. 

Know the media most likely to cover you  

Make sure you identify the media who are most likely to cover what you have to say, 

but be aware that you can’t rely on journalists contacting you: you need to seek them 

out.  

Be sure to consider media such as local newsletters and specialist publications as 

well as newspaper, radio and television outlets. 

Know the reporters most likely to cover you  

It’s worth considering which reporters are most likely to cover what you say. For 

instance, a local newspaper will want to report on areas of interest to their local 

community. You’ll be able to develop these contacts over time.  

A tip to help you is to keep a record of what you have discussed with each journalist 

so that you can remind them of it later. It may be worthwhile having your own set of 

contacts rather than a generic mailing list so that you always get your news to the 

right people as effectively as possible. 

Be newsworthy  

The media are always looking for new and interesting stories so make sure that the 

information you are giving them is new and will interest their audience.  

You need to get to know what local media are interested in and look for new ways to 

deliver your messages, for example recording a message, thinking about using 

social media or arranging a launch event. 

  



Be accurate 

Make sure the information you give is accurate. It needs to be clear when you are 

offering an opinion and when you are stating a fact.  

In an interview with a newspaper journalist over the telephone it is a good 

opportunity to ask to be called back in 10 minutes or so to give you time to collect 

your thoughts and any information you think you will need.  

Sometimes it's possible to ask for the questions in advance. However, if you don’t 

know something then don’t be afraid to say so - it’s better than making something up. 

Be available  

Reporters work to deadlines - often tight - and if they want to reach you about a story 

then they’ll appreciate a quick response. So make sure people in the media know 

how to contact you 24 hours a day. This doesn’t mean of course that you should be 

available 24/7 – but you might want to have a dedicated inbox or answer phone.  

Your story won't be covered every time, so don’t take it as a personal rejection if your 

story is dropped. It may still be newsworthy but plans can change, especially if there 

are other stories. If your story is important and relevant then ask if there’s a way you 

could highlight a particular aspect of it. 

Local radio  

When you want to be picked up by a local radio station think about your audience. 

During the day the audience for local radio stations tends to be people who are at 

home, such as retired people, people who travel and listen to the radio in the car or 

people not in work, so it’s important to pitch what you have to say in a way that is 

relevant to them.  

If you think that your story might interest a local radio station then it’s a good idea to 

contact them. For independent stations you’ll need to have a look online for a 

suitable contact, whilst BBC’s General News Service (GNS) is a source of news 

pieces for the BBC’s local stations. 

  



Local newspapers  

Try to make sure that you send your story to the most relevant journalist. However, 

some of the smaller local newspapers don’t have lots of journalists covering 

specialised topics so you might need to send your story to the main news desk as 

well as the reporter you think is most likely to use it.  

Like radio stations subscribing to the GNS, many local papers use the Press 

Association (PA) for their stories. If you can get your story to the Press Association 

then you have a higher chance of being covered by your local paper. 

Local television  

Ask yourself what exactly it is that you want people to know. The format of news 

reports usually presents an issue before looking at what is being done to solve the 

problem. It might also help if there is the opportunity to come back in the future to 

see how effective the solution was. 

Content of a press release 

What content do you think you need to include in your press release? 

When liaising with the media, one way of making sure they have all the relevant 

information about your message is through a press release. It can be helpful to 

provide things like photographs to supplement their coverage.  

But what should you include within the content of your press release? 

You may find it helpful to recall the 5Ws. 

• WHO is involved?  

• WHAT is it about?  

• WHEN will it happen?  

• WHERE did/will it happen?  

• WHY did/ it happen?  

You might also want to make sure the media can access you. For instance, you may 

want to give them a business card with your contact details on it. 

  



Research  

It’s crucial you send your press release to the most appropriate media. For instance, 

if you wanted to raise a local concern then you wouldn’t necessarily go to the 

national press.  

It’s important that you target your press releases to the right audience. If it’s not 

pitched right then they'll not be interested in running your story. 

Your message  

Before writing your press release make sure you're clear about what your main 

message will be and stay focussed on that. This will make sure that, when it comes 

to writing, the focus will remain as you intended. Attempting to cover more than one 

topic may obscure your message.  

Remember, many media organisations only have a limited amount of resources so 

the better your press release the more likely it is to be used, because it doesn’t need 

to be deciphered and rewritten. Make sure your press release is clear and concise. 

Personalisation 

When you make a media announcement you may want to write about specific 

groups in society specific groups in society.  

You may also want to consider including a brief personal story in order to make your 

message more emotive. The use of personal stories can be easily translated into a 

news piece. This can personalise your main message and make it a higher impact 

piece.  

Remember to consider the privacy implications if you decide to use someone else’s 

personal story. Make sure people agree to your use of the story and confirm that 

they wish to be identified in it. 

Writing a press release 

How to write a press release has already been covered in module 2, but here we will 

remind ourselves how to structure an effective press release. 

  



Title 

‘FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE’ should appear at the top of the page. If you don’t want 

the release to be issued immediately then you'll need to make this clear at the top of 

the press notice, for instance, ‘embargoed until xxx on xxx’. 

Headline 

The headline needs to describe the topic of the press release. It will ideally capture 

the attention of the reader, but make sure you’re concise and your information is 

accurate. 

Body of the text: beginning 

Make sure that this covers your key message and information. Explain the who, 

what, where, when and why at the start of your release.  

You'll need to begin with the most important information. 

Supporting detail 

You should now provide more detail and elaborate on the story. This can include 

interesting quotes that reporters could use when they report your messages. 

References and recognisable names could also encourage additional interest in the 

topic. 

Contact information 

Make sure that you have included the relevant contact information so that you can 

be contacted if more detail is needed. 

End 

The end of your press release is indicated by the word ‘ENDS’ or #### . 

Formatting 

When dealing with the press, remember that the style and format of your press 

release can make a huge difference. It needs to be professional and easy for the 

reporter's use. 

  



When thinking about the format make sure that your press release: 

• has a clear and eye-catching heading and title  

• has short paragraphs  

• has double spaced text  

• is kept to about one page if possible and if it’s a printed version, has nothing 

on the reverse side of the page  

• avoids using too many different fonts and colours as they don’t enhance your 

message.  

Style 

The overall style of your press release should make it clear what your key message 

is, making it easy to read and extract information. Make sure you:  

• use plain English – avoid specialised technical terms without a definition and 

decorative language that might overshadow your message  

• put your most important information at the start  

• emphasise the angle the reporter is most likely to take, for example, if you’re 

directing it to a local reporter highlight the local impact.  

Here are some final hints to give your press release the best chance of success 

when you approach the media with it. 

When emailing your press release, grab the reader's attention by using the headline 

as the subject title in the email. Your headline should make the message stand out. 

Don't just title it 'Press Release' on its own. 

'Make sure the tone throughout is positive. If your press release is negative then the 

resulting article will probably be negative as well.  

Write your press release as you think it will be published. This makes the job of the 

editor easier and you may find your press release is re-released with only small 

amounts of editing. Be accurate and don't use unnecessary words.  

  



Before you issue your press release 

Make sure you have thoroughly proof read your press release before sending it to 

the media. If, as a result of poor proofreading, your press release contains 

unnecessary content or incorrect spelling/grammar, this could undermine what you 

want to say. 

Proofreading advice 

Make sure you give yourself enough time to go through what you’ve written. It can be 

a good idea to print out your press release on coloured paper if this makes it easier 

for you to read it, rather than reading straight off a computer screen. In addition, if 

you need to use a screen reader you may use its functionality to ensure that the 

fonts and styles in the document are the most appropriate ones.  

Many people struggle to concentrate in loud or busy environments. If you do, make 

sure you read through the press release in a quieter area to help you focus. For 

some people, reading it aloud or asking someone else to, can also help to make sure 

that what you’ve written flows well.  

When accepting or declining to take part in an interview, what should you 
consider? 

You’re not obliged to take part in an interview if you don’t think it will be beneficial to 

you.  

Make sure that you know what the interview will be used for. For example, is it a 

news story? Before you walk into an interview, it is essential you understand what it 

will be about. 

All of us can get nervous at the prospect of giving an interview, which can lead to us 

not performing to the best of our ability.  

If you are nervous, make your needs clear to the organisers. If they can make 

reasonable adjustment for you then ask them to do so. It might be easier for you to 

conduct a telephone interview for instance. Don’t turn down the opportunity of an 

interview because you’re nervous. You could be throwing away a brilliant opportunity 

to get your message out to the public.  



Get the interview to work around your needs and be ready to think on the spot. In his 

book, On a Clear Day, the Rt Hon David Blunkett MP recounts how he was once 

asked on television, “what have you got to say about this question?” and wittily 

replied “Well, my dog’s gone to sleep”. The audience understood and it brought the 

house down. 

Preparation and practice 

Once you’ve decided to be interviewed take time to prepare. 

Research 

Make sure that you fully understand the topic you’ll be talking about. Refresh your 

memory with any facts, figures, or topical stories. 

Anticipating questions 

Ask yourself what sorts of questions the interviewer is likely to ask you. Take a look 

at what people have been saying about what you’ll be talking about. When you’ve 

thought about questions they may ask take time to consider your thoughts and how 

you might answer. 

Prepare your key messages 

Prepare and think about the three key messages that you want the audience to 

remember. 

Practice 

Practice saying out loud key phrases, phone numbers, and addresses (especially 

websites) so that you don’t trip up over your words. Generally, though, you should try 

to avoid over rehearsing and memorising statements. The best interviews don’t 

seem rehearsed and set answers may throw you if they’re different or unexpected.  

Illustrate 

Where relevant, consider illustrating what you’re saying with personal stories or 

analogies. By doing this you can encourage the audience to relate to what you’re 

saying as well as clarifying technical points. 



Ask about the venue 

Ask the organisers about the venue of the interview to make sure it will conform to 

your access needs. If they need to make reasonable adjustments to make sure you 

can carry out your role then let them know as soon as possible. 

Preparing your main messages 

Your main messages are the most important information you want to convey to your 

audience. The most effective way of doing this is for them to be clear, simple, and 

repeated. 

Clear 

You need to be clear about your message yourself in order to make it clear to the 

audience. Identify the core argument and ask why it’s important and why your 

audience should care. 

Simple 

Although your message may have several points to it, try not to have more than 

three. Having fewer points makes it easier for your audience to identify them and 

makes them more effective. 

Repeated 

Weave your message into what you’re saying and if possible relate your answers 

back to them. If you need to talk about the same topic in more than one interview, 

then keep referring back to your key messages. 

Interview techniques 

If you’re taking part in a live interview on television, radio or with an audience then 

it’s particularly important that you focus on the key message you want to make by 

thinking about how you’d summarise them in 15 seconds.  

  



Note taking 

It can be useful to keep a notebook or other note taking devices with you at all times. 

If trying to remember things makes you stressed then taking notes can help alleviate 

the stress. Additionally, for your interview you might have a note of your key 

messages or facts to draw upon, examples to illustrate these, or answers to the most 

difficult questions you could face. 

Relaxation techniques 

Everyone can find television or radio interviews stressful. You may already have 

some techniques you use to reduce stress or anxiety. If not, there are a wide variety 

of methods to help you. You can also try visiting sites like help guide for advice. 

Space 

Give yourself time and space to allow yourself to recuperate from the pressures of 

interacting with lots of people in a busy environment. You could ask the interview 

organisers if there is a space you could use before or after the interview to gather 

your thoughts if you need to. 

What do you think you need to bear in mind when you’re actually being 
interviewed? 

If, when you’ve answered a question, there is a pause as the interviewer waits for 

more, then you should keep talking. 

If you begin to stumble over your answer during a live interview then try and stay 

calm and ask for the question to be asked again if you need it. 

If possible keep answering in a way that links back to your main messages. 

If it’s not a live interview never offer ‘off the record’ statements.  

Don’t fill silences when you’ve finished your point. Do stay calm and ask for the 

question to be repeated if you stumble. Do keep linking back to your main 

messages. Don’t go ‘off the record’, everything you say can be used. 
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Remember your messages  

Interviews will rarely follow your ideal script and questions can be phrased in lots of 

different ways, especially if a journalist is unfamiliar with your issues. The key is to 

remain flexible – don’t be thrown by questions phrased in unfamiliar ways.  

Remember to stick to your main message(s). Interviews are often short (and 

subsequently edited), so get your points across as succinctly as you can. Whilst 

facts and figures are important, avoid confusing people with too much jargon or too 

many facts and figures because this will obscure what you’re saying.  

Be aware of your presentation 

Audiences can form an impression of you within the first 10-15 seconds which will 

often decide whether they agree with you or not regardless of what you have to say. 

So it’s important to try to look as comfortable as possible. If the audience are 

concentrating on how uncomfortable you look then they may not listen to what you 

have to say. Try and use natural gestures and take your time – don’t allow yourself 

to feel rushed.  

If you’re taking part in a live interview on television then you will also need to have 

thought about your clothing. Don’t wear things that distract from what you’re saying. 

Block colours are also best as clothing with lots of detailed patterns doesn’t look 

good on camera. 

Don’t change your message  

During interviews the interviewer will often paraphrase what you’re saying to clarify 

for the audience. However, if what they say isn’t exactly what you meant then it's 

more effective to disagree and make the clarification yourself. For example, by 

saying something like “That’s not what I said. What I meant is…”  

You should talk directly to the interviewer instead of thinking about the audience. 

Imagine you’re giving your messages in a normal conversation with the interviewer.  

Asking for clarification 

During your interview, if you have a difficulty hearing or understanding the 

interviewer then don’t hesitate to ask them to repeat or rephrase their question.  



Furthermore, if you use lip reading and body language to help manage a hearing 

impairment then make sure that you are able to face your interviewer in order to use 

this. 

Interview location considerations 

Don’t assume that the organisers of the interview have taken your access needs into 

consideration. The best approach is to ring and check beforehand leaving enough 

time for the organiser to make any reasonable adjustments.  

You’ll also need to confirm who is responsible for providing other essential services 

such as food and drink or if you need an interpreter. Making these enquiries should 

be part of your preparation.  

You also need to plan your route so that you can arrive early, especially if it’s a live 

or recorded interview. If travelling by car, check whether there is available parking 

space nearby, or if it’s easily accessible via public transport. 

Media etiquette  

In recent years the rise of the internet has connected the world and enabled the 

rapid communication of news. 

This has widened the audience that you can reach and has encouraged more people 

to become more engaged with, and have opinions about, politics. 

New communication techniques have developed such as social media that's 

accessible to everyone like YouTube, Facebook, Tumblr, and twitter.  

Influence of the internet 

The level of interactivity online has increased and many politicians are reacting to 

this. The internet and social media also allow you to interact directly with members of 

the public.  

As a result, current audiences can control the flow of information they interact with. 

You need to grab their attention quickly before they move on.  



This means that people are often communicating in short bursts and in real time. So 

the more creatively you can communicate in short sentences, the more successful 

using this sort of media will be.  

Your message should catch the audience’s attention and be more digestible in a 

short space of time. This will mean your message can be more easily understood, 

and is more likely to be passed on to others as it is shared, re-tweeted, and passed 

around to a larger audience. 

What sort of uses could you find for social media? 

From keeping in touch with the public to sharing news stories and articles, social 

media can be used to your advantage in a number of ways. 

Ways of using social media can include:  

• finding out what specialists think about an area you have an interest in  

• finding out what the general public think  

• telling your audience your views and messages  

• finding out what people in opposition to you think  

• personalising your message  

• creating sharable press releases. 

The internet being used by the media 

Due to the internet and social media being instant, if you do make a misjudgement 

then the resulting problem will unfold in real time, so you have to deal with it as soon 

as possible. Anything that you have said or done in the past that’s on the internet 

can be used by the media to create a story.  

Handled well, social media can be a great opportunity to personalise your message 

but it can also put you under scrutiny. You need to be prepared for this. 

Using social media 

Whilst there are many brilliant opportunities offered by social media to politicians, 

there are also challenges. It is a good idea to bear these general guidelines in mind 

when using it. 



Everyone can see it 

Everyone can read what you write. Not just supporters, but people who disagree and 

journalists looking for a story. Furthermore, the familiarity you can feel when you talk 

through social media can lead you to forget this, encouraging you to express yourself 

differently to the way you might speak in an interview. 

Don’t make generalisations 

Whilst social media encourages the use of small amounts of text to get your view 

across, this in turn can encourage sweeping generalisations. If the topic is 

complicated, a brief reference might be easily misunderstood or offend. 

Tone 

Unlike when you’re taking part in an interview, social media doesn’t convey different 

tones of voice. This could mean that a comment meant in an ironic way could be 

assumed to be your real viewpoint. 

Context 

Similarly to your tone of voice, it's easy to take comments made over social media 

out of context. In particular when using twitter, a string of comments might make 

sense when together but their message could be very different when read separately 

and out of context. 

Links 

Be careful about selecting links that people send you in case your account is hacked 

and everyone who you follow or are friends with is sent spam. 

Before you press send 

Ask yourself if you’d be happy to say this on the television, radio or in a newspaper? 

If the answer is no then don’t say it on social media. Don’t post anything on social 

media in haste or when you are feeling angry or upset – you don’t want to regret it 

later. 

  



Handling bad press 

Although you try to present a positive image of yourself and your messages, it’s not 

guaranteed that the press will always be 100% positive.  

In this scenario imagine that you’re a parliamentary candidate before answering the 

question that will follow.  

During an informal interview with a reporter from your local newspaper you made an 

off-hand remark that was not representative of your overall views when taken as a 

stand-alone comment. Whilst your stance hasn’t changed, your point was taken out 

of context and misunderstood.  

The local paper reported that you have dramatically altered your stance on a key 

issue, which is picked up on by the local radio who called asking for you to comment. 

What would you do to handle this negative publicity? 

Whilst this negative publicity wasn’t because you did anything drastically wrong, you 

still need to address it quickly to prevent it escalating. 

You might issue a press release that aims to clarify what you said.  

You might also have thought about the different types of media you could use to 

make what you meant clear. For example by:  

• contacting the original newspaper to discuss their claims  

• talking to radio stations and other newspapers who might have reported it  

• using social media to combat the false perceptions directly. 

Or, you might just decide that the issue was not worth commenting on further. 

Assess your course of action  

Make sure that your response isn’t an overreaction. If you are subject to negative 

publicity then stay calm, assess the situation, and try to put it into perspective. An 

overreaction could worsen the situation.  

  



Negative press can sometimes appear worse than it is and pessimistic 

interpretations can sometimes feel like a personal attack so it’s crucial you ask 

yourself how bad it really is, how it’s likely to impact you, and whether it is factually 

incorrect. 

Bring back your message  

No matter what response you make, make sure that your response encourages 

people to focus back on your key messages.  

Contact the source  

If the negative press arises from a factually incorrect story, then contact the reporter 

or editor, because publications will often publish a correction.  

On the other hand, if the issue arises from a different opinion then you might still find 

it worthwhile speaking to them so they can hear your views, especially if you didn’t 

speak to them before it was published. Make it clear your focus is to clear up a 

misunderstanding rather than attacking their story. It’s very rare that follow-up 

articles are published, but you’re still trying to maintain a professional relationship 

with people in the media. 

Issuing a public response  

An upfront press release can be the most effective way of circulating information. A 

public statement should address the issues from the original negative press, and be 

factual and balanced.  

It may be worthwhile considering making a public statement via social media, for 

example, if you have a blog. Be aware that doing this opens you up to uncensored 

criticism as people can make use the opportunity to make positive or negative 

comments. 

Handling negative feedback about disability  

Sometimes negative press can feel very personal, and the language used can feel 

offensive or patronising, especially when they're talking about sensitive topics such 

as disability. 



Even when intending to portray disability in a more positive light, the media tend to 

focus on fixing the body so that a disabled person can function in the way it 

considers to be 'normal' in society rather than how society can remove barriers 

instead. 

If you find what is said about you particularly offensive, then make sure that you try 

and remain calm before deciding on a course of action. 

If the media's portrayal is factually incorrect or offensive then contact the editor to 

discuss where they went wrong. They may not realise how what has been said could 

be seen as offensive. 

Encouraging the positive use of language about disability focuses attention on the 

people rather than their impairment. Know when to pick your battles to raise the 

overall awareness of disability.  
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